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Heavenly Korea
Family
Federation
CKTAWEBHAUZ FILES

IN THIS ISSUE

Special Cheon Il Guk Leaders Meeting for the sake of
“Heavenly Korea” hosted by the
True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind
신한국을 위한 천지인 참부모님 주관 천일국 지도자 특별집회
courtesy of ipeaceTV weekly updates

I would like to ask this of you: the road and the destination have been set, don’t miss this
opportunity. Right now at this time, what Heaven wishes for is to be together with me.
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It took much effort for heaven
to find and establish this
nation. Even just to raise the
Han (Korean) people was an
ordeal. Heaven blessed this
nation. True Parents were
born and through the True
parents, blessed families from
a new lineage could be
formed. In their own way,
blessed families did make
effort. They went out to the
world and worked hard to
fulfill their mission as national

messiahs. However, the
problem is that they could not
create the foundation for
which Heaven wished.

It is not the Korean HQ but is
now the SHIN Korean Family
Federation. This character
“shin” is not for the word
“new”. It is a Family
Federation that attends God
and that attends Heavenly
Parent. In order to find God’s
fatherland, we must change.

divided into 5 districts. Those
districts have the same

Therefore, we will take this
country, Korea and look at is
like a continent; it will be

Today, Christianity is at a
dead end; they are standing
at the edge of a cliff. Their
savior is I, the only begotten
daughter of God. Those pure
leaders who believed in
heaven and offered devotions
recognize me.

qualifications as a nation.
They will be considered
nations inside the “continent”
of Korea. That is why I told
the old Korean HQ to come to
Hyo Jeong Cheonwon. I have
completely prepared a place
for you to come here.
Because a district will be the
same concept as a nation a
church and all providential

The conclusion is that we
must become a nation that
stands in front of heaven and
you must show the world you
are a nation that received the
name, God’s fatherland and
fulfill your responsibilities so
this nation can stand at the
center. You must be able to
show this to the world. We
can’t do that with our current
system. Therefore, I am
rearranging the organization
of the Korean HQ.

institutions must be revived. I
will have all the current heads
of providential institutions
come here to the Cheonwon
Complex FFWPU HQ. I will
combine all the institutions
and see which of the 5
districts can reclaim the
higher ground in national
restoration. Don’t look around
you NOW; you must go
straight forward. You must
charge forward toward your
goal by the shortest route. Do
you understand? xxxx

(President Rev Lee Ki Seong, Vice President Joo Jin Tae)
(5 Districts Director: Rev Joo Jin Tae for Seoul-Incheon; Rev Hwangbo Gun for Kyeonggi-Kangwon;
Rev Song In Yeong for Chungcheong-Daejeon; Rev Lim Jong Yeop for Honam; and, Rev Park Yong Bae for Kyeongsan-Busan-Ulsan)

